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Abstract—An increasingly important figure-of-merit of a VLSI
system is “power awareness,” which is its ability to scale power
consumption in response to changing operating conditions. These
changes might be brought about by the time-varying nature of
inputs, desired output quality, or just environmental conditions.
Regardless of whether they were engineered for being power
aware, systems display variations in power consumption as
conditions change. This implies, by the definition above, that all
systems are naturally power aware to some extent. However, one
would expect that some systems are “more” power aware than
others. Equivalently, we should be able to re-engineer systems
to increase their power awareness. In this paper, we attempt to
quantitatively define power awareness and how such awareness
can be enhanced using asystematictechnique. We illustrate this
technique by applying it to VLSI systems at several levels of
the system hierarchy—multipliers, register files, digital filters,
dynamic voltage-scaled processors, and data-gathering wireless
networks. It is seen that, as a result, the power awareness of
these preceding systems can be significantly enhanced leading to
increases in battery lifetimes in the range of 60–200%.

Index Terms—Energy aware, low energy, low power, metrics,
power aware, scalable.

I. INTRODUCTION

L OW-POWER system design, assuming a worst-case
power dissipation scenario, is being supplanted by a more

comprehensive philosophy variously termed power-aware,
energy-aware, or energy-quality scalable design [1]. The basic
idea behind these essentially identical approaches is to allow
the system power to scale with changing conditions and quality
requirements.

There are two main views to motivating power-aware design
and its emergence as an important paradigm. The first view is
to explain the importance of power awareness as a consequence
of the increasing emphasis on making systems morescalable.
In this context, making a system scalable refers to enabling the
userto tradeoff system performance parameters as opposed to
hard-wiring them. Scalability is an important figure-of-merit
since it allows the end user to implement operational policy,
which often varies significantly over the lifetime of the system.
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For example, consider the user of a portable multimedia ter-
minal. At times, the user might want extremely high perfor-
mance (say, high video quality) at the cost of reduced battery
lifetime. At other times, the opposite might be true, i.e., the user
might want bare minimum perceptual quality in return for max-
imizing battery lifetime. Such tradeoffs can only be optimally
realized if the system was designed in a power-aware manner.
A related motivation for power awareness is that a well de-
signed system mustgracefullydegrade its quality and perfor-
mance as the available energy resources are depleted [2]. Con-
tinuing our video example, this implies that as the expendable
energy decreases, the system should gracefully degrade video
quality (seen by the user as increased “blockiness,” for instance)
instead of exhibiting a “cliff-like,” all-or-none behavior (perfect
video followed by no video) [2], [3].

While the view above argues for power awareness from a
user-centric and user-visible perspective, one can also moti-
vate this paradigm in more fundamental, system-oriented terms.
With burgeoning system complexity and the accompanying in-
crease in integration, there is more diversity in the operating
scenarios than ever before. Hence, design philosophies that as-
sume the system to be in the worst-case operating state most of
the time are prone to yield suboptimal results. In other words,
even if there is little explicit user intervention, there is an imper-
ative to track operational diversity and scale power consump-
tion accordingly. This naturally leads to the concept of power
awareness. For instance, the embedded processor that decodes
the video stream in a portable multimedia terminal can dis-
play tremendous workload diversity depending on the temporal
correlation of the incoming video stream. Hence, even if the
userdoes not change quality criteria, the processor must exploit
this operational diversity by scaling its power as the workload
changes.

Since low energy and low power are intimately linked to
power awareness, it is important and instructive to provide a
first-cut delineation of these concepts even at this introductory
stage. This is to convince the reader that power awareness as
a metric and a design driverdoes notdevolve to traditional
worst-case centric low-power/low-energy design. As prelimi-
nary evidence of this, consider the system architect faced with
the task of increasing the power awareness of the portable multi-
media terminal mentioned above. While the architect can claim
that certain engineering techniques reduce worst-case dissipa-
tion and/or overall energy consumption of the terminal and so
on, these traditional measures still fall short of answering the
related but different questions:

How well does the terminal scale its power with user or data
or environment dictated changes? What prevents it from being
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arbitrarily proficient in tracking operational diversity? How
can wequantify the benefitsof such proficiency? How can we
systematically enhancethe system’s ability to scale its power?
What are thecostsof achieving such enhancements?

In this paper, we attempt to formally answer these questions.
We initiate the process of formally understanding power aware-
ness by using a multiplier as a simple but pedagogic example.
This is followed by a more rigorous presentation of these con-
cepts in the form of a metric which is shown to be fundamen-
tally linked to the overall battery lifetime of a system (Sec-
tion II). Methods to enhance power awareness are discussed in
Section III. Section IV demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed
metric and enhancement techniques using register files, digital
filters, dynamic voltage scaling systems, and data-gathering net-
works as examples. Section V summarizes the paper.

II. QUANTIFYING POWER AWARENESS

A. Preliminaries

In this section, we develop the basic power-awareness for-
malisms using a simple system—a 1616-bit array multiplier
[4]—as an example. This will allow us to elucidate the essence
of our arguments without getting bogged down by detail.

Consider a given system that performs a certain set of op-
erations , while obeying a set of constraints. For the illus-
trative system, would be the given implementation of a 16
16 bit array multiplier. While the set would ideally contain
all -bit -bit multiplications, where , we re-
strict to be set of all -bit -bit multiplications instead.
We shall see the value of this restriction in the following discus-
sion. Finally, the constraint might be simply one of fixed latency
(i.e., cannot take more than a given time to perform).

Given this information, we ask:
1) The Power-Awareness Question:How well does the en-

ergy of a system, , scale with changing operating scenarios?
Note that we use energy and not power in the statement above

because energy allows us to seamlessly include latency con-
straints later on. Next, observe that our understanding of power
awareness can only be as exact as our understanding of “oper-
ating scenarios.” As one might expect, these scenarios can be
characterized with arbitrarily high detail. For instance, in the
case of the multiplier, we can define the scenario by the pre-
cision of the current multiplicands or the multiplicands them-
selves or even the current multiplicands and thepreviousmulti-
plicands, since the power dissipation is a function of those too.
In the interests of simplicity, we choose to characterize the set of
scenarios by the precision of the multiplicands. Normally, this
would need a two-tuple since there are two multiplicands. But,
by our choice of , only one number (the precision of the two
multiplicands with identical bit widths) characterizes the sce-
nario. Hence, can find itself in one of 16 scenarios. Hence-
forth, we denote a scenario byand the set of 16 scenarios by

.
Having defined scenarios, we take the first step toward

characterizing the power awareness ofby tracing its energy
behavior as it moves from one scenario to another. For a 16-bit
multiplier, we would do this by executing a large number of
different scenarios and measuring the energy consumed by each

Fig. 1. Multiplier energy as a function of input precision.

Fig. 2. Energy curves of three different hypothetical systems.

scenario.1 Henceforth, we call these energyversusscenario
curves of simply as the “energy curves” of .

Fig. 1 shows the energy curve of our 1616-bit array mul-
tiplier over 16 scenarios (which represent the precision of the
multiplication). Note that the multiplier has a natural degree of
power awareness even though it was not explicitly designed for
it. This is easy to understand since lower precision vectors lead
to less switched capacitance than higher precision ones.

An energy-curve like the one in Fig. 1 is the first step to an-
swering the power-awareness question. However, at this stage,
it is difficult to answer the “how well” in the question by looking
at a system by itself. Hence, instead of a single energy curve, we
look at a few curves together to get a better understanding of the
desirable properties of energy curves.

Fig. 2 plots the energy curves of three hypothetical systems
, , and executing a certain, identical set of scenarios. If

1All multiplier energy curves that we discuss in this paper were derived by
extensive (>1000 vectors)PowerMill simulations of multiplier SPICE netlists
in a 0.35�m process.
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we had to judge the power awareness of these systems from their
energy curves, we would intuitively classify as the system
that is the mostunawareof the executing scenario. Such an un-
differentiated energy curve might be expected if, for instance,
these systems were implementing multiplication andwas
a 32-bit RISC processor (since the energy taken by the other
parts would be so great that the actual precision of multiplica-
tion would have insignificant impact). , on the other hand,
definitely displays more energy differentiation than and is
intuitively “more scalable.” Furthermore, since the energy of
is strictly less than , it seems unequivocally better. Similar
arguments can be applied while comparing to and we
conclude that is more scalable than . However, these in-
tuitive arguments break down when we try comparingwith

. On the one hand, displays better scalability than .
On the other, its energy dissipation exceeds that ofover a
certain interval. For this reason, at this point in our develop-
ment, it is unclear whether we should pick or as the more
power-aware system. To help answer that question, it might help
to think of the energy curve of themostdesirable system, say

executing the same operations under the same con-
straints as the three systems discussed above. In a second step,
we could potentially compare the curves of and to that of

to decide which is more power aware. It helps to state
the following.

2) The Perfectly Power-Aware System (I):A system
is defined as the most power-aware system iff for

every scenario in , consumes only as much energy as
its current scenario demands.2

It is clear from the above statement that we need to formally
capture the concept of “only as much energy as a scenario de-
mands.” To derive this energy for a given scenario, say, we
consider constructing a system that is designed to execute
this and only this scenario. The reasoning is that we should not
hope that a given system can ever consume lesser energy in a
scenario compared to —adedicatedsystem which was spe-
cially designed to executeonly that scenario. We often refer to
the s as “point” systems because of their focused construc-
tion to achieve low energy for a particular scenario (or point)
in the energy curve. Hence, in the context of power awareness,
the energy consumed by is, in a sense, the lower bound on
the dissipation of while executing scenario . The following
generalizes this statement.

3) Bounds on Efficiency of Tracking Scenarios:The energy
consumed by a given system while executing a scenario
cannot be lower than that consumed by a dedicated system
constructed to execute only that scenarioas efficiently as pos-
sible.

This leads to our next definition of .
4) The Perfectly Power-Aware System (II):The perfect

system, , is as energy efficient as while executing
scenario .

2More formally,H is the most power-aware system iff for every sce-
nario inS,H consumes only as much energy as demanded by its current
operation inF executing in the current scenario under constraintsC. In our
multiplier example, we have chosen to constructS such that it has a one–one
correspondence withF and, hence, it makes sense to talk about the “energy of
a scenario” executing onH .

Fig. 3. The perfect system (H ) can be viewed as an ensemble of point
systems.

We denote the energy curve of the perfect system by .
As defined above, the perfect system behaves as if it is com-
posed of dedicated point systems—one for each scenario. When

has to execute a scenario, it routes the scenario to
the point system . After is done processing, the re-
sult is routed to the common system output. This abstraction of

as anensemble of point systemsis illustrated in Fig. 3.
The task of identifying the scenario by looking at the data

input is carried out by thescenario determiningblock. Once
this block has identified the scenario, it configures themuxand
de-muxblocks such that data is routed to, and results routed
from, the point system that corresponds to the current scenario.
Note that if the energy costs of identifying the scenario, routing
to and from a point system and activating the right point system
are zero, then the energy consumption of will indeed
be equal to that of for every scenario . Since these costs
are never zero in real systems, this implies that is an
abstraction and does not correspond to a physically realizable
system. Its function is to provide a nontrivial lower bound for
the energy-curve.

To construct the curve for our 16-bit multiplier, we
emulated the ensemble of points construction outlined above.
The point systems in our example were 16 dedicated point mul-
tipliers—1 1-bit, 2 -bit, , 16 16-bit—corresponding
to to . When a pair of multiplicands with precision
came by, we diverted them to (i.e., the -bit multiplier).
Since we are deriving , only the energy consumed by the

s was taken into account. The curve thus derived is
plotted in Fig. 4, where the energy-curve of a single 1616
multiplier is repeated for comparison.

Note that scales extremely well with precision since
the scenarios are being executed on the best possible point sys-
tems that we could construct. Before we indulge in a more de-
tailed comparison of the two curves, it is essential to note that
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Fig. 4. Comparing the 16� 16 multiplier curve to the “perfect” curve
(E ) denoted byEp in the plot.

really depends on the kind of “point” systems we allow.
In the case of the multiplier, we allowed any -bit multi-
plier. The set of point systems we allow is henceforth denoted
by . This set captures the resources available to engineer a
power-aware system. Like the scenario and constraint sets, it
can be specified with increasing rigor and detail. This new for-
malism ( ) has two key purposes. First, it gives a more funda-
mental basis to . While it is not possible to talk about the
“best possible energy curve,” it is indeed possible to talk about
the “best possible energy curve for a specified.” Second, is
also important when we discuss enhancing the power awareness
of . In that context, specifies exactly which building blocks
are available to us for such an enhancement.

To quantify how power aware our multiplier is, we plot the
scenario efficiency ratio

(1)

in Fig. 5.3

A value of unity indicates that the system under considera-
tion is as power aware as it can be for that scenario. The smaller
the value, the worse the system’s awareness of scenario.
In the case of the multiplier, note that tracks fairly
closely for higher precisions. This is to be expected since a 16
16 bit multiplier would be very efficient for scenarios, where the
operand precision is close to 16. For lower precision scenarios,

loses its ability to track as well as and can dissipate
up to two orders more energy than . This is a recurring
theme in system design. There are energy costs to pay when a
single system ( ) is used over diverse operating conditions and
the curve above quantifies those costs.

B. Defining Power Awareness

In the preceding section, we quantified the power awareness
of a system on a scenario-by-scenario basis using thefunc-

3The notationE(H; s ) denotes the energy consumed by a systemH while
executing scenarios .

Fig. 5. The scenario efficiency or awareness (� ) of a 16� 16 bit multiplier.

tion. Hence, we have partially answered the power-awareness
question posed earlier. Thecurve is a partial answer because
it still does not help us resolve the other question we posed in
the last section—given the energy curves of two systems, can
we determine which of the two is more power aware? It is clear
that to answer this question, we need to develop a measure of
power awareness that distills theentire curve.

Although there are infinitely many possibilities, we will de-
scribe those that have a useful system-level meaning and can be
practically employed by system architects. A definition that re-
flects theaverage-casepower-aware behavior of the system is
its expectedability to track scenario changes

(2)

where is the cardinality of set and is the expectation
operator and should not be confused with energy. The physical
interpretation of is that if all scenarios were equally likely,

would track the scenario changes with an expected efficiency
of . For the 16 16 multiplier, .

Clearly, we can refine the definition of to be more realistic
if we had a sense of thelikelihoodthat the system will reside in
a particular scenario rather than just assuming all scenarios to
be uniformly likely. For instance, Fig. 6 charts the probability
that a multiplier will be in a certain precision scenario when it
is filtering a typical speech signal [5].

We call the curve in Fig. 6 ascenario-distributioncurve
(henceforth, we use to denote scenario-distributions and
to denote the probability of occurrence of scenario). We
can now factor in to arrive at a more reasonable value of the
expectedpower awareness of

(3)
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Fig. 6. Typical multiplier usage pattern in speech filtering applications.

For the case of the multiplier for the distribution above, this
turns out to be close to 0.42.

While a scenario’s frequency of occurrence is a fair indicator
of its importance, its not the only one. For instance, a scenario
might have a low probability of occurrence, but when itdoes
occur, the architectmight wantthe system to track the change
well. If we plug in this importance ( ), we arrive at a general-
ized version of (3)

(4)

A very useful application of power awareness as defined by
(4) is in predicting and enhancing battery lifetime of the system

. In the context of maximizing battery lifetime, the impor-
tance, , of a scenario is simply the energy dissipated by that
scenario

Plugging in this definition of importance into (4) and simpli-
fying using (1), we get

Normalized Battery Lifetime (5)

The interpretation above is important enough that we do not
attach any subscript and consider itthe default definition of
power awareness. It is one of the most useful interpretations of
power awareness since it directly equates the metric to theex-
pected battery lifetime of the system normalized to the lifetime
of the perfect system. To see why this is so, note that the de-
nominator is a summation of the expected energy consumption
per scenario and, hence, equal to the expected energy consumed

Fig. 7. The ^H system mimics the abstractH system by using an
ensemble of 16 dedicated point multipliers and a zero-detection circuit as the
scenario detector.

by the system displaying a scenario distribution. Similarly,
the numerator is the expected energy dissipation of the perfect
system. Since battery lifetime is inversely proportional to the
energy consumed, as defined by (5) represents the normal-
ized battery lifetime of the system. For our 16-bit multiplier,
it turns out that , which implies that in a speech fil-
tering application, this multiplier will have half the battery life-
time of a perfectly power-aware system. Note that in equating

to the expected normalized lifetime of the system, we ignore
second-order effects like the dependence of the battery capacity
on the discharge pattern [6].

Coming back to our original motivation—resolving which of
or is more power aware—we see that the question cannot

be answered in the battery lifetime sense without specifying a
scenario distribution. We can unambiguously answer which of

or is more efficientfor any specified .

III. ENHANCING POWER AWARENESS

A. Motivation

Enhancing the power awareness of a system is composed of
two well-defined steps:

1) Engineering the best possible point systems.
2) Engineering the desired system using the point systems

constructed in step 1) such that power awareness is max-
imized.

In the context of a power-aware multiplier, the first task is
understood easily. It involves engineering 11, 2 2, ,
16 16-bit multipliers that are as efficient as possible while
performing 1 1, 2 2, , 16 16-bit multiplications re-
spectively. The second task—that of engineering a systemusing
point systems—is illustrated by the multiplier shown in Fig. 7.

Note the overall similarity between this figure and the ab-
straction of in Fig. 3. The ensemble of point systems
was used as an abstract concept in the context of explaining

’s energy curve. In the present context, however, we
are illustrating anactual physical realization( ) of a
system based on this concept. The basic idea is to detect the
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Fig. 8. The four-point ensemble multiplier system.

precision of the incoming operands using a zero detection cir-
cuit and then route them to the most suitable point system. In
the case of , the matching is done trivially—multiplier
operands which need a minimum precision ofbits are directed
to a -bit multiplier. Similarly, the output of the chosen mul-
tiplier is multiplexed to the system output. As we might expect
though, has significant overheads. Even if we were to
ignore the area cost of having 16 point multipliers and focus
solely on the power awareness, the energy curve of
would not be the same as . While the scenario execution
itself is the best possible, the energy costs of determining the
scenario (the zero detection circuit), routing the multiplicands
to the right point system and routing the result to the system
output (the output mux) may be nonnegligible.

A system that uses a less aggressive ensemble in an effort
to reduce the energy overhead of assembling point systems is
shown in Fig. 8.

The basic operation of this multiplier ensemble is the same.
The precision requirement of the incoming multiplicand pair is
determined by the zero detection circuitry. Unlike the previous
16-point ensemble, this four-point ensemble is not complete
and hence mapping scenarios to point systems is not one–one.
Rather, precision requirements ofthe following:

1) 9 bits are routed to the 9-point multiplier;
2) 10, 11 bits are routed to the 11-point multiplier;
3) 12–14 bits are routed to the 14-point multiplier;
4) 15, 16 bits are routed to the 16-point multiplier.

Similarly, the results are routed back from the activated mul-
tiplier to the system output. While scenarios are no longer
executed on the best possible point systems (with the exception
of 16, 14, 11, and 9 bit multiplications), this ensemble has the
advantage that energy overheads of routing are significantly
reduced over . Also, while the scenario to point system

mapping of the four-point ensemble is not as simple as the
one-one mapping, it is important to realize two things. First,
the energy dissipated by the extra gates needed for the slightly
more involved mapping in the four-point ensemble is low
relative to that dissipated in the actual multiplication. Second,
only four systems have to beinformedof the mapping decision
compared to 16 earlier. This reduction further offsets the slight
increase in scenario mapping.

It is not difficult to see the basic tradeoff at work here.
Increasing the number of point systems decreases the energy
needed for the scenario execution itself but increases the
energy needed to coordinate these point systems. Hence, it is
intuitively reasonable to assume the existence of anoptimal
ensemble of point systems which strikes the right balance.
Motivated by this possibility, we can now pose the problem of
enhancingpower awareness as follows.

1) Determining the Most Power-Aware System Practically
Realizable (I): Can we construct a system as an en-
semble of point systems drawn fromsuch that is un-
conditionally more power aware than any other such constructed
system?

It is not difficult to show that unconditional power awareness
only leads to partial ordering. Hence, the existence of a unique

as defined above cannot be guaranteed. In other words,
while it is possible to present asetof systems that are uncondi-
tionally more power aware than all other solutions, we cannot
guarantee that this set will have only one member. In fact, this
last condition is highly unlikely to occur in practice—unless
routing costs are very low or very high compared to scenario ex-
ecution costs (in which cases the optimal ensembles would be
the complete and single-point solutions, respectively). Hence, in
general, it is futile to search for an “optimal” ensemble of point
systems that is unconditionally better than all other ensembles.
Thus, we set our ambitions lower and ask a slightly different
question.

2) Determining the Most Power-Aware System Practically
Realizable (II): Can we construct a system as an en-
semble of a point systems drawn fromsuch that is
more power aware than any other such constructed system for a
specified scenario ?

Since a specified scenario distribution imposes a total
ordering on the power awareness of all possible subsets of the
power-set of , it is easy to prove theexistenceof an optimal
system. Note that the proof based on total ordering is noncon-
structive—it only tells us that exists but doesn’t help
us determine what it is. This is unfortunate because a brute-force
search of the optimal subset of would require an exponential
number of operations in —a strategy that takes unacceptably
long even for modestly large.

To see if there are algorithms that can find in non-
exponential run-times we pose the problem more formally as
follows.

B. Formal Statement of the Power-Awareness Enhancement
Problem

Given:

1) : A system function to be realized.
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2) : A set of scenarios characterized by ascenario basis.
For example, the basis in our multiplier example was the
precision of the multiplicands.

3) : A set of point systems available to realize. Also, we
denote the power-set of i.e., the set containing all the
subsets of by .

4) : The scenario distribution

that obeys the additional constraint

expected of a distribution functions.
5) : The energy function

In other words, for any given pair , gives us the
energy consumed when scenariois executed on point
system . For instance, the energy taken by a 44-bit
multiplication is different on a 4-bit multiplier than, say,
a 9-bit multiplier. If the scenario cannot be executed
on the point system , an infinite cost is assigned to the
pair.4

6) : Theenergy overheadcost function

Hence, maps every subset of to the sum of all energy
spent in coordinating the points in the subset ensemble
(routing energy, determining the scenario, mapping the
scenario, etc.).

1) Form of the Solution:

1) An ensemble of point systems .
2) A correspondingmapping

i.e., maps each scenario to a point system in. For
instance, in the four-point multiplier example above,
would specify that scenarios 1–9 execute on the 9-bit mul-
tiplier, 10, and 11 execute on the 11-bit multiplier and so
on.

Measure of the Solution:Since we are interested in the
expected battery lifetime of a system, the measure of a proposed
solution— , —is the expected energy consumption
given by

(6)

Note that like all models, the one for energy above can be
made increasingly more precise. For instance, the interconnect
energy will display some dependence on scenario distributions.
Hence, the function can take as an argument and so on.
However, we refrain from these refinements because our intent
here is to use a realistic but simple model to analyze the com-
plexity of finding a solution.

4This has the nice property of preventing anyinfeasibleensemble of point
systems. For instance the ensemble {14-bit, 11-bit, 9-bit multiplier} is a subset
of P , but is an infeasible solution since 15- and 16-bit multiplications cannot be
executed on any of these point systems.

2) Problem: Determine a solution that minimizes the mea-
sure.

It seems likely that the problem of finding as
stated above belongs to the class of NP-complete problems. In
other words, we cannot hope to determine the construction of

in polynomial time [7]. The proof of NP-complete-
ness and suitable approximation algorithms to find
are beyond the scope of this paper. At this point, it suffices to
say that we are currently working with heuristics to determine

and as the application examples in the next section
show, these heuristics yield good results. Finally, it is important
to note that the re-engineered system must not violate any
constraints that the original system was expected to obey unless
the constraints are relaxed explicitly for the sake of increasing
power awareness.

C. Reducing Area Costs Incurred in Enhancing Power
Awareness

Our focus in the preceding discussion was maximizing
power awareness without regard to implementation costs like
area. While such an approach is acceptable for systems where
power awareness must be increased at all costs, it might need to
be reformulated for those with area constraints. In these latter
cases, the problem would be to find the most power-aware
ensemble for a specified distributionwhile obeying specified
area constraints. If the area costs are significant enough,
it is often beneficial to think of implementing an ensemble
temporally rather thanspatially. For example, instead of a
spatial layout of four multipliers as illustrated earlier, we must
imagine a temporal layout of these four multipliers. In other
words, the same physical hardware is reconfigured to a 16,
14, 11, or 9-bit multiplier as desired. A possible solution is to
selectively shut off the parts of a 16-bit multiplier and make
it behave like smaller multipliers. While such a solution may
or may not save any energy in the case of multipliers (due to
the overhead of latches and the latch control network), it is an
important illustration of the fact that spatial mappings are not
the only means to implement ensembles. In fact, our discussion
of power-aware processors in the next section is a real world
example of a system where a purelytemporal ensembles
increase power awareness significantly.

If we reformulated the fitness measure of an ensemble to in-
clude its silicon real-estate costs, we can expect that the optimal
ensemble might neither be totally temporal nor totally spatial,
but a hybrid. Continuing our multiplier example, it might mean
that we end up with, say three, point multipliers, one or more
of which are reconfigurable to differing extents. To find such
an optimal, possibly hybrid, solution, we must extend the spa-
tial formulation of the problem (as stated in the last section) in
two ways. First, we must allow new point systems that corre-
spond to temporally reconfigurable ensembles. In the multiplier
example, this means including point systems like a -bit
multiplier that can be explicitly reconfigured as more efficient

, -bit multiplier where .
Second, we must factor in the energy costs oftemporal reconfig-
uration. In simple models, these costs could be factored into the
scenario execution energy itself. Hence, thefunction that maps

pairs to energy values would not only include the cost of
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executing scenario on point system , but also the expected
energy cost of possibly reconfiguring to execute scenario.

Finally, it is worth noting that although we motivated tem-
poral and hybrid ensembles to reduce area costs, such ensembles
might in factoutperformpurely spatial ones in power aware-
ness even if we allow unlimited area for both. In other words,
one should not expect area saving temporal ensembles to be al-
ways inferior than the best possible, area-unconstrained spatial
ensemble. With some thought, this should not be surprising be-
cause in moving from spatial to temporal ensembles, weaug-
mentour set of point systems, allowing temporal ensembles a
larger solution space to pick from.

IV. PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS OFENHANCING POWER

AWARENESS

It is amply clear from the previous section that enhancing
power awareness by constructing ensembles of point systems
carefully chosen from is a general technique that can be used
not just for multipliers but other systems as well. In this section,
we shall illustrate how this ensemble idea can be applied to en-
hance the power awareness of multiported register files, digital
filters, a dynamic voltage scaled processor and wireless sensor
networks. In each case, we express the problem in terms of the
framework we have developed above and characterize the power
awareness of the system. Then we use an ensemble construction
to enhance power awareness. It is interesting to note that these
applications cover not just spatial ensembles, but purely tem-
poral (processor example) and spatial-temporal hybrid ensem-
bles (register files and adaptive digital filters) as well.

A. Power-Aware Register Files

1) Motivation: Architecture and VLSI technology trends
point in the direction of increasing energy budgets for register
files [8]. The key to enhancing the power awareness of register
files is the observation that over a typical window of operation,
a microprocessor accesses a small group of registers repeatedly,
rather than the entire register file. This locality of access is
demonstrated by the 20 benchmarks comprising the SPEC92
suite that were run on a MIPS R3000 simulator (Fig. 9). More
than 75% of the time, no more than 16 registers were accessed
by the processor in a 60-instruction window. Equally important,
there was strong locality from window to window. More than
85% of the time, less than five registers changed from window
to window.

If we think of the number of registers the processor typically
needs over a certain instruction window as a scenario, the curves
in Fig. 9 are simply scenario distributions. When a processor
uses registers over a window, we would want the file to be-
have as if it were a register (i.e., word) file. This would
lead to a register file architecture, which is significantly more
power aware than one where the files always behaves as a, say,
32-register file. Smaller files have lower costs of access because
the switched bit-line capacitance is lower. Hence, from a power
awareness perspective, over any instruction window, we want to
use a file that is as small as possible.

2) Modeling the Problem:We model the problem of
increasing the power awareness of register files using the
terminology developed in Section III.

Fig. 9. Distribution showing number of distinct registers accessed in a
60-instruction long window for the MIPS R3000 processor executing 20
benchmarks.

1) Function to be realized (): A -word -bit register
file with read ports and write ports.

2) Set of scenarios (): We use the number of registers ac-
cessed in an instruction window of lengthto charac-
terize scenarios. In picking, one must remember that the
longer the window, the larger the number of accessed reg-
isters, leading to less differentiation. A smaller window
needs frequent scenario to point-system mapping changes
which has energy costs too. In this paper, we choose

.
3) Point systems available (): We assume the availability

of word -bit register files with read
ports and write ports. Hence, the number of words is the
only degree of freedom allowed. While it is possible to
have more exotic point systems (different read and write
ports, bit widths, etc.), our choice is reasonable and works
well when practically implemented.

4) Scenario distributions (): The 20-register access profiles
in Fig. 9 are the scenario distributions.

5) Energy function () and overhead energy (): All register
file results were obtained by generating layouts using
a custom-written program, extracting the layouts into
SPICE netlists, and simulating the netlists inPowerMill
with test vectors. The register files themselves were im-
plemented using NAND-style row decoding in dynamic
logic with precharged address decoding lines, and use
a standard cross-coupled inverter pair for static storage.
The file that we use to illustrate power-aware engineering
is a 32 4 bit, 3 read, 2 write port file. We chose
although, as long as is not unreasonably large, it
does not affect the results in any material way. This is
because the bit-line switched capacitance is essentially
independent of .

3) Results: A monolithic 32-word file has an awareness
varying between 0.2 and 0.3 for the different distributions.

Using a (16,8,4,4) ensemble as shown in Fig. 10 we increase
to between 0.5 and 0.8 for the different distributions.
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Fig. 10. This (16,8,4,4) ensemble of four register files increases power
awareness by two times for thed scenario distribution and about 2.5 times for
thed distribution.

Fig. 11. Energy curves of a monolithic 32-word file and the nonuniform
four-point ensemble (16,8,4,4).

The energy curves of the single point solution (a 32-word file)
and the four-point (16,8,4,4) ensemble are plotted in Fig. 11.
Interpreted in terms of lifetime increase, the nonuniform four-
point ensemble increases lifetime by between 2 and 2.5 times
for the twenty distributions used.

B. Power-Aware Filters

1) Motivation: There are significant motivations for inves-
tigating power-aware filters. As an example, consider the adap-
tive equalization filters that are ubiquitous in communications
ASICs. The filtering quality requirements depend strongly on
the channel conditions (line lengths, noise, and interference),
the state of the system (training, continuous adaptation, freeze,
etc.), the standard-dictated specifications and the quality of ser-
vice (QoS) desired. All these considerations lead to tremendous
scenario diversity which a power-aware filtering system can ex-
ploit [9].

2) Modeling the Problem:

1) Function to be realized ():

We have chosen a 64-tap, 24-bit filter.
2) Set of scenarios (): We use the basis

Number of taps Precision to characterize the
operational state that the system is in. The precision
refers to both the data and coefficients.

3) Point systems available (): We assume the availability
of all possible Number of taps Precision filters. We
pick distributed arithmetic (DA) filters as described in
[10] because they allow the energy to scale with both taps
and desired precision. A four-tap DA filter is shown in
Fig. 12. In each step, incoming and delayed data bits with
the same weights are used to access a memory that has
precomputed combinations of coefficients . This pre-
computed value is then either added to or subtracted from
a partially accumulated sum . The number of cycles
needed is the same as the precision of the multiplicands.
Thus, filters that have to manage precisions lower than
the maximum can scale their voltages lower and still meet
deadlines. Hence, this filter architecture allows extremely
fine-grained control over energy dissipation and is highly
aware. The problem is that since it relies on lookups, it
has to resort to partitioning and hybrid schemes to remain
feasible as the number of taps grows [10].

4) Scenario distributions (): We model the desired filtering
quality using a synthetic distribution centered around a
16-taps,8-bit scenario. Such a distribution might pre-

vail, for instance, when the system is in the freeze mode
with a high line quality and/or low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) requirements.

5) Energy function () and overhead energy costs (): We
parametrically model the filters described since the nature
of the DA architecture lends itself to a reasonably accu-
rate energy model [5]. The energy curve that results from
this model is shown in Fig. 14. Note that while energy
scales about linearly with the number of taps, it scales in
a quadratic manner with precision. This is because lower
precision filters can scale their voltage.

3) Results: Before we illustrate suitable ensemble construc-
tions that enhance power awareness, it is instructive to look at
the energy characteristics of the perfect system. Fig. 15 plots the
product of scenario energy and scenario probability for the per-
fect system (which would be an ensemble of
point systems). The scenario energy–probability product curve
shows the energy consumed as a function of scenarios. Note
that although energy consumption around the (16-tap, 8-bit)
scenario is clearly prominent in Fig. 15, some high-precision
high-tap scenarios also account for significant contributions to
the overall energy consumed. This is easily understood because
although they occur infrequently (as seen in the distribution plot
in Fig. 13), they consume significant energy when they do occur
(as seen in the energy plot in Fig. 14).
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Fig. 12. A four-tap distributed arithmetic (DA) filter architecture.

If we used a single, 64-tap, 16-bit filter (i.e., a one point en-
semble), the resulting energy–probability product curve turns
out to be the one plotted in Fig. 16. A rough comparison of
the energies consumed by different scenarios in this system to
that in the perfect system shows that the former is significantly
nonoptimal. In fact, the power awarenessof the single point
system is only 0.17.

To find more optimal ensembles, we programmed a
brute-force exhaustive search algorithm that could find the best
four-point ensemble. Due to exponential timing requirements,
it was retired beyond four points and a greedy heuristic used
instead. The optimal four-point ensemble turns out to be

5 as shown in Fig. 17.
Its energy–probability curve is plotted in Fig. 18. Note that

although not quite optimal, it has a power awareness of 0.52,
which is over three times better than the single point ensemble.

5(64, 24) stands for 64-tap, 24-bit precision, etc.

Interestingly, our greedy heuristic revealed that if we include
four more points—(30,17), (43,23), (64,7), (43,13)—in the
above ensemble, we can increase the power awareness to 0.64.

C. Power-Aware Processors

1) Motivation: Having looked at three examples of power-
aware subsystems (multipliers, register files and digital filters),
we illustrate power awareness at the next level of the system
hierarchy—a power-aware processor that scales its energy with
workload. Unlike previous examples, however, this one illus-
trates how an ensemble can be realized in apurely temporal
rather than a spatial manner.

It is well known that processor workloads can vary signifi-
cantly and it is highly desirable for the processor to scale its en-
ergy with the workload. A powerful technique that allows such
power awareness is dynamic frequency and voltage scaling [11].
The basic idea is to reduce energy in nonworst-case workloads
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Fig. 13. Probability distribution of anticipated filter quality.

Fig. 14. The “perfect” energy curve for 64-tap, 24-bit DA-based filtering.

by extending them to use all available time, rather than simply
computing everything at the maximum clock speed and then
going into an idle or sleep state. This is because using all avail-
able time allows one to lower the frequency of the processor,
which, in turn, allows scaling down the voltage leading to sig-
nificant energy savings [11]–[13].

In terms of the power-awareness framework that we have de-
veloped, a scenario would be characterized by the workload.
The point systems would be processors designed to manage a
specific workload. As the workload changes, we would ideally
want the processor designed for the instantaneous workload to
execute it. It is clear that implementing such an ensemble spa-
tially is meaningless and must be done temporally using a dy-
namic voltage scaling system. Before we look at such a system,
we state the problem more concisely.

2) Modeling the Problem:

1) Function to be realized (): Any workload running on a
given processor. In this case, the processor we use is the
Intel StrongArm SA-1100. The workload variation comes
from a variable tap filter running on the SA-1100 (the
reader is referred to [12] for details of the actual setup).

2) Set of scenarios (): We use the workload as a
basis (with 0 for no workload to 1 for a completely uti-
lized processor). Note that the workload requirement has
a one–one mapping to a frequency and voltage require-
ment.

3) Point systems available (): A point system in this
case would refer to the SA-1100 designed for a specific
workload. Since we are interested in achieving power
awareness through voltage scaling, this corresponds to a
SA-1100 with a dedicated voltage and frequency (which
are the minimum possible to achieve the workload).
Also, due to an infinite number of scenarios, there are in-
finite number of point systems—one for every workload
between zero and one. Equivalently, in terms of voltages,
there are an infinite number of point systems between
zero and , the latter being the highest voltage the
SA-1100 can run at, which also corresponds to its highest
frequency and a workload of unity.

4) Scenario distribution (): We assume, for simplicity, that
all workloads are equally probable. As we see below, such
an assumption is pessimistic and in real applications, we
can expect to see even better numbers for power aware-
ness.

5) Energy function () and energy overhead (): The energy
dissipated by the SA-1100 was physically measured.

3) Results: We now analyze anactually constructed system
that recently demonstrated this power-awareness concept [12].
The overall setup is summarized in Fig. 19 adapted from [12].
The basic idea is that a power-aware operating system (- )
running on the SA-1100 determines the current workload, scales
the frequency accordingly and then instructs a switched regu-
lator supply to scale the voltage accordingly. Again, the reader
is referred to [12] for the details of the setup and the dynamic
voltage circuitry.

The DVS system uses atemporal ensembleof 32-point sys-
tems with voltage levels almost uniformly distributed between
zero and . The energy-curves of a nonaware (fixed) voltage
system and the implemented dynamic voltage system are plotted
in Fig. 20.

For uniform workload distributions, power awareness im-
proves from 0.63 for a fixed voltage system to 1.0 for the
implemented dynamic voltage system. Note that although the
32-point ensemble is by no means perfect, it was chosen as a
reference to define the power awareness (since the ratio of the
power awareness of one system to the other is independent of
the perfect system). Hence, for uniform load distributions, DVS
leads to battery lifetime increases of about 60%.

D. Power-Aware Data Gathering Wireless Networks

1) Motivation: Increasing levels of integration and ad-
vanced low-power techniques are enablingad hoc, wireless
networks of microsensor nodes. Each node is composed of
a sensor, analog preconditioning circuitry, A/D, processing
elements (DSP, RISC, FPGA, etc.) and a radio link, all pow-
ered by a battery. Replacing high quality macrosensors with
such networks has several advantages—robustness and fault
tolerance, autonomous operation for years, enhanced data
quality, and optimal cost performance [14], [15]. Such data
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Fig. 15. The perfectenergy–probabilitycurve for 64-tap, 24-bit DA-based filtering.

Fig. 16. The energy–probability curve for a single 64-tap, 24-bit DA-based
filter.

gathering networks are expected to find wide use in remote
monitoring applications, intrusion detection, smart medicine,
etc. An illustrative data gathering network is shown in Fig. 21.
The network is live as long as it can guarantee that any source
in region will be sensed and the data relayed back to a fixed
base station. To accomplish this objective, different nodes
take on different roles over the lifetime of the network as seen
in the figure. A noteworthy point is that nodes must often

Fig. 17. This four-point ensemble of DA filters improves power awareness by
over three times over a single point system.

change roles even if the source does not move. This is to enable
energy drain to be spread throughout the network which leads
to increased lifetimes. An assignment of roles to nodes that
leads to data gathering is termed afeasible role assignment.6

A data-gathering strategy orcollaborative strategycan be
completely characterized by specifying a sequence of feasible
role assignments and the time for which the assignment is
sustained.

A key challenge in unlocking the potential of data-gathering
networks is attaining long lifetime despite the severely energy
constrained nature of the network. For example, networks com-
posed of ultra-compact nodes carrying less than 2 J of battery

6We also require feasible role assignments to be nonredundant, i.e., data from
a sensor should not be routed via multiple links.
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Fig. 18. The energy–probability curve for the four-point ensemble in Fig. 17. Note the similarity to the “perfect” curve in Fig. 15.

Fig. 19. The dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) system used to enhance power
awareness.

energy might be expected to last for five to ten years [16]. It
is possible to address these challenges by power-aware design.
Data-gathering networks can be aware to the desired quality of
gathered data, to changing source behavior, to the changing state
of the network and, finally, to the environment in which they
reside. In this section, we focus on this last aspect and tackle
the problem of designing a power-aware data gathering net-
work that tracks changes in the environment to maximize en-
ergy efficiency. It is well known that the transmit power can be
scaled with changing noise power to maintain the same SNR
and, hence, the same link performance. A more holistic ap-
proach is to view environmental variations as affecting changes
in the energy needed to process a bit (i.e., carry out some com-
putation on it) versus the energy needed to communicate it. A
power-aware network is then simply one that can track changes

Fig. 20. The energy curves of the fixed voltage and DVS system. Both curves
have been normalized with respect to the maximum load case.

in thecomputation-to-communication energy ratio. For large ra-
tios or equivalently high computation costs, the network will
favor unaggregated or raw sensor streams. Conversely, for low
ratios, i.e., high communication costs, aggregation will be fa-
vored. Hence, the challenge in power-aware data gathering is
to determine and execute the collaborative strategy that assigns
roles optimally for a specified computation to communication
energy ratio.
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Fig. 21. A sensor network gathering data from a circularly observable source (denoted by a�) residing in the shaded regionR. Live nodes are denoted by� and
dead ones by�. The basestation is markedB. In this example, we require that at least two nodes sense the source. When the source is atS , nodes 1 and 7 assume
the role of sensors and nodes2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 ! 6 form the relay path for data from node 1 while nodes7 ! 8 ! 9 ! 5 ! 6 form the relay path for data
from node 7. Data might beaggregatedinto one stream at node 5. This is not the only feasible role assignment that allows the source to be sensed. For instance,
node 10 could act as the second sensor instead of node 7 and10! 7! 8! 4! 5! 6 could form the corresponding relay path. Also, node 6 might aggregate
the data instead of node 5, etc. Finally, note how the sensor, aggregator and relay roles must change as the source moves fromS to S .

2) Modeling the Problem:

1) Function to be realized (): Gathering data from a speci-
fied point source using a specified network. The network
is specified by its topology (including the location of the
base station) and the initial energy in the nodes.

2) Set of scenarios (): A scenario is characterized by the
ratio of computation to communication energy.

3) Point systems available (): A point system simply cor-
responds to a collaborative strategy as defined above.

4) Scenario distribution (): We will analyze the power
awareness for uniform scenario distributions.

5) Energy function () and energy overhead (): The en-
ergy needed for communicating a bit is modeled using

path-loss model as where is typically
between two to four [17]. The energy required to aggre-
gate two bits into one is denoted by. Nominal values of

, and are typically 150 nJ/bit, 10 pJ/bit/mand
50 nJ/bit [16]. The computation to communication energy
ratio is defined as because variations in channel
noise mainly mandate changes in the power dissipation
in the transmit amplifier.

3) Results: To illustrate power-aware data gathering, we
simulated an eight-node network for a wide range of computa-
tion to communication ratios centered about the nominal ratio.
Specifically, the ratio was varied in steps of 3 dB starting with
30 dB below nominal and ending at 24 dB above nominal. For
each ratio, the optimal collaborative strategy was determined
via linear programming. This strategy was executed by the

Fig. 22. The energy curve of a power-aware data gathering network.

network and the lifetime recorded. The inverse of the lifetime
was used as a measure of the average data-gathering power
dissipated in the network. Fig. 22 shows the variation in the
data-gathering power with changing scenarios. The impact
of adapting the data-gathering strategy to track the energy
ratio is clear—the power-aware network displays close to
two orders of dissipation diversity. Translated in terms of the
proposed power-awareness metric, the temporal ensemble
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of collaborative strategies is 3.22 times more power aware
than an unaware network for a uniform scenario distribution.
Rephrased, power-aware data-gathering can increase network
lifetime by more than three times compared to an unaware
network.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, our objective was twofold: toquantify the
increasingly important notion of power awareness of a VLSI
system and having done that to propose a systematic technique
to enhancethis quality.

The first step in quantifying the power awareness of a general
system was to develop the notion of a perfectly power-aware
system ( ). The awareness of this system was shown
to be an upper bound on practically achievable power aware-
ness. In the next step, we proposed a power-awareness metric
whose physical interpretation is the expected battery lifetime of
a system normalized to the lifetime of the perfect system.

Next, the problem of enhancing power awareness was treated
formally using the concept ofensembles of point systems.
We showed that constructing systems by intelligently putting
together dedicated point systems could significantly enhance
power awareness. The basic factor that limited a monotonic
increase in power awareness as more and more point systems
were put together was the increasingly amount of energy spent
in coordinating these point systems. Hence, the problem of
finding an optimal subset of point systems that struck the
right balance was formally proposed. While it seems unlikely
that this optimal subset can be found using polynomial time
algorithms, greedy heuristics were seen to work reasonably
well.

The technique of ensemble construction was illustrated using
five different applications—multipliers, register files, digital fil-
ters, dynamic voltage processors, and data-gathering networks.
Significant power-awareness improvements leading to system
battery lifetime improvements in the range of 60% to 200% were
seen.

It is our sincere hope that the power-awareness metric pro-
posed here will be used to quantify this important aspect of
VLSI systems and that the proposed framework will be em-
ployed by system architects to engineer systems that scale their
power and energy requirements with changing operating sce-
narios leading to significant improvements in overall battery
lifetimes.
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